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Let A and B be abelian p-groups with the property that there exists an 
isomorphism from A[p”] onto B[p”] that preserves heights (heights being com- 
puted in A and B, respectively) of all elements of height less than o+n. Let 
0 + K + F + A + 0 be a pure exact sequence with F a direct sum of cyclic p-groups. 
Then there exists a pure subgroup L of F such that L[p”] = K[p”] and F/L is 
isomorphic to B. This is used to show that the number of noncongruent pure sub- 
groups of F supported by K[p”] is the same as the number of nonisomorphic 
p-groups G such that the valuated group (G[p”], v,), with an appropriate valuation 
I’,, is isometric to the valuated group F[p”]/K[p”] with the restriction of the 
height function of F/K[p”] as the valuation. (\ 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
All groups will be p-primary abelian groups for a fixed but arbitrary 
prime p. By a pure projective resolution of a p-group A we shall mean a 
short exact sequence 0 + K + F + A + 0 with F a direct sum of cyclic 
p-groups and K a pure subgroup of F. It is well known that such a 
sequence always exists. That is, there are enough pure projectives in the 
category of p-primary abelian groups. The notation and terminology for 
abelian group theory will be the same as that in [S]. If A is an abelian 
p-group and N is a subgroup of A, we will often consider N as a valuated 
group. If the valuation is not specified then the value of an element in N is 
assumed to be its height in A. Otherwise we shall write (N, u) where u is a 
specified valuation. By @ we will mean the direct sum as valuated groups, 
and by & we will mean isometric as valuated groups. For information on 
valuated groups see [lo]. 
First, we state a special case of our main theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 + K + F + A -+ 0 be a pure projective resolution of a 
separable p-group A. Let n be a positive integer, and let G be a p-group such 
* This work was partially completed while on sabbatical visiting at Tulane University. 
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that G [ p”] and A [p”] are isometric as valuated groups. Then there exists a 
pure subgroup L of F such that L[p”] = K[p”] and F/L E G. 
Before we give the proof we would like to make several observations. 
First, Hill and Megibben proved in [7] that if K and L are isomorphic 
pure subgroups of a direct sum of cyclic p-groups F, then K and L are con- 
gruent over F if and only if F/Kz F/L. (Two subgroups are congruent over 
their containing group if there is an automorphism of the containing group 
taking one onto the other.) Hence, by the theorem above, if K is a pure 
subgroup of a direct sum of cyclic p-groups F such that F/L is separable 
and n is a positive integer then the number of noncongruent pure sub- 
groups L of F such that L[p”] = K[p”] is the same as the number of non- 
isomorphic p-groups whose p”-socle is isometric to (F/K)[p”] as a 
valuated group. Second, let A is a separable p-group, and consider A[p] as 
a valuated vector space. Then A can be realized from any free resolution 
0 + U+ V-+ A[p] -+ 0 in the category of valuated vector spaces where V 
is a free valuated vector space with finite values. That is to say, there exist a 
direct sum of cyclic p-groups F and a pure subgroup K such that F[p] = V 
and K[p] = U as valuated vector spaces and F/Kz A. 
We will need the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 1 as well as in 
the proof of the generalization of this theorem. 
LEMMA 2. Let 0 -+ K + F + A + 0 be a pure projective resolution of a 
p-group A. Let n be a positive integer, 4 be the natural homomorphism from 
F onto F/K[p”], and S a pure subgroup qf F/K[p”] such that 
(F/K[p”])[p”]=S[p”] 6 F[p”]/K[p”]. Then L=&‘(S) is a pure sub- 
group of F such that L[p”] = K[p”]. 
ProoJ: First, note that F/K[p”] is a p”‘+“-projective p-group [I, 
Lemma 1.301 and (F/K[p”])[p”] = (K/K[p”])[p”] 6 F[p”]/K[p”] = 
K[p2”]/K[p”] 6 F[p”]/K[p”] [3, Lemma 51. That K[p”] c L[p”] is 
clear since K[p”] = ker 4. For the reverse inclusion note that L[p”] s 
F[p”], and if O#XE F[p”]/K[p”] then 4(x)$ S. Hence L[p”] = K[p”]. 
To see that L is a pure subgroup of F we will show that for all x E L[p], 
hL(x) = hp.(x) (h being the height function). To this end, first note that 
CF/KCP”I)CPI = SCPI 6 (FCPI + KCP”IVKCP”I 
=KCP”+‘IIKCP”I 6 (FCPI+KCP”IYKCP”I. 
Thus if 0#s~S[p] then s=(k+K[p”])+(x+K[p”]) with kE 
KCP”+ ‘I\KC ~“1 and XE F[p]. Since S[p] &I (F[p] + K[p”])/K[p”] 
is a valuated direct sum, h,(s) = hFiXrC,,“,(s) = hFIKCptil(k + K[p”]) (note 
that h FIKCpnl(k +KCP”I) = hFIKCp+ - (x + KCP”I )I = min{hFjKKCpn7(s), 
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h F,,ccp+ + Kb”I I> ). N ow let z~L[p] = K[p]. If hK(z) <n then 
h&)=hd 1 . z since L[p”] = K[p”] and K is pure in F. Suppose AK(z) > n. 
Then, since K is pure in F and z has finite height, there exists y E K[p”+ ‘1 
such that p”y = z and AK(z) = h,(y) + n. Also y + K[p”] = s + (u + K[p”]) 
for some s E S[p] and u E F[p]. Now hF( y) = hr,.lKCpn,( y + K[p”]) = 
h F,Kcpn7(s + u + K[p”]) = hFiKCpn3(s) = h,(s) = m for some m E w. Choose 
t E L such that p”d(t) = s. Then d(p”t) = s and thus ~‘+~t = z since p”s = 
p”y = z. Hence, since the elements in the socle of L have the same height in 
L as in F, L is pure in F. 
We can now give a short proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let G be a p-group such that A[p”] and G[p”] 
are isometric as valuated groups. Then [4, Theorem 91 there exists a pure 
direct sum of cyclic groups S in F/K[p”] such that (F/K[p”])[p”] = 
S[p”] 6 F[p”]/K[p”] and (F/K[~“])/SE G. Let 4: F -+ F/K[p”] be the 
natural homomorphism, and let L= b-‘(S). Then F/Lz G, and, by 
Lemma 2, L[p”] = K[p”] and L is a pure subgroup of F. 
We will now begin. setting up the necessary machinary for the 
appropriate generalization of Theorem 1. 
Recall that if G is an abelian p-group and v: G -+ Ord u { co } is a 
function such that for all XE G, u(x) < v(px), and for all x, YE G, 
v(x- y) 3 minj v(x), v(y)} then (G, u) is a valuated group. 
DEFINITION 3. Let A be an abelian p-group. For each positive integer n 
define a function v,: A [p”] -+ Ord u { co } as follows: For 0 #x E A[p”] 
such that o(x)=p’ and h,(x)=cx, define v,(x)=min{~, o+n-i} and 
define u,,(O) = co. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A he an ahelian p-group and n a positive integer. 
Then (A [p”], v,) is a valuated group. 
Proof The proof of Proposition 4 follows using the definition of a 
valuated group and facts about height. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let 0 -+ K + F + A -+ 0 be a pure projective resolution 
of an abelian p-group A, and let n be a positive integer. Then, considering 
F[p”]/K[p”] as a valuated group with the valuation being the restriction of 
the height function of F/K[p”] to F[p”]/K[p”], F[p”]/K[p”] is isometric 
to (A CP”~, 0,). 
Proof: The pure projective resolution 0 -+ K -+ F + A + 0 with 4 the 
map from F to A induces the pure exact sequence 0 -+ K/K[p”] + 
F/K[p”] -+ A + 0 with 4, the induced map from F/K[p”] to A, and 
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#n 1 (I;[p”]/K[p”] ) is a group isomorphism from F[p”]/K[ p”] onto 
A[p”]. Thus we need only show that if XE A[p”] with o(x)=p’ and 
y E F[p”] such that d,(y + K[p”]) =x then hFIKCp+ + K[p”]) = AA(x) if 
h,(x)<o+n-i and /z~,~[~,,, y ( +K[pn])=o+n-i if h,(x)>w+n-1. 
This will follow from 
LEMMA 6. Let 0 + K+ F+ A + 0 be a pure projective resolution of a 
p-group A with 4 the map from F to A. Let n be a positive integer and 
XE A such that o(x) = pi for 0 <i< n. Then there exists y E F such that 
4(y) = x, o(y) = pi, and hFIKCp”,(y + K[p”]) = min{h,(x), o + n - i}. 
Proof: First, we will prove this for i= n. Since K is pure in F there 
exists y E F[p”] such that 4(y) =x. Let y E F[p”] of maximal height such 
that d(y) = x. If no such y exists then given y E F[p”] such that d(y) = x, 
/~~,~t~“,(y + K[p”]) = w and we are done. (Since F/K[p”] is 
P Wf”-projective, it must have length less than or equal to o + n [9, 
Theorem 6.31. Hence any element of order p” must have height less than or 
equal to 0.) Suppose h,(y) <h,(x). Let kE K of least order such that 
h,(k+ y) > h,(y). Note that o(k) > p” by our assumption on the 
maximality of the height of y. Therefore h,(k) = h,(y) < h,(k + y). Hence 
h,(p”k) >h,(k) +n. Thus there exists UE K such that h,(a) > h,(k) and 
p”k = p”a. Hence h,-(k - a + y) > h,(y), k-a E K, and o(k - a) < o(k). This 
contradicts the minimality of the order of k. Thus /z~,~~~~,(Y + K[p”]) = 
min{h.(x), w}. 
Next suppose i < n. If IzA(x) do, this follows immediately from the case 
i= n. Suppose AA(x) > o. Let m be the positive integer such that 
h,(x)=w+m if h,(x)dw+n-i and m=n-i if h,(x)>o+n-i. 
Choose z E A[p”] such that AA(z) > o and p”z = x. Then by the case i= n, 
there exists u E F[p”“] such that b(u) = z and h.FIKCp,+m,(~ + K[p’+“]) = 
o. Then d(p”u) =x and /~~,~r~,+~~(p’% + K[p’+“]) > co + m. Since 
o(p”u + K[p’+“]) = i we must have h,,,Cp,+~,(pm~ + K[p’+“]) <w + m. 
w + ’ + m-projective and hence of 
!ztsh “$vJ if::) %~~~+~~,Kri:l+nf,(pm, + K[p’+“]) = w + m. Thus 
hF~K~pn~(~m~ + KWI I= w + m. 
COROLLARY 7. Let A be a p-group of length w + n and 0 -+ K + F + 
A + 0 be a pure projective resolution of A. Then F[p”]/K[p”] is isometric to 
A [p”] as a valuated vector space. 
We will need the following lemma in the proof of the generalization of 
Theorem 1. The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Proposition 5 
in [4], but we give it here for completeness. 
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LEMMA 8. Let A and B be p-groups such that (A [p”], u,) is isometric to 
(B[p”], v,). Suppose that A = GO C where C is a direct sum of cyclic 
groups and r(G) = fin r(G) < fin r(C). Then B = HOD where D is a direct 
sum of cyclic groups, (HI = JG( and C= N@ W with H[p”] isometric to 
(G @ N)[p”] and D isomorphic to W. 
Proof We will assume that G is not a direct sum of cyclic groups since 
otherwise the proof is immediate. Let 4 be an isometry from (A[p”], u,) 
onto (B[p”], u,). Then B[p”] = U@ V with U=&G[p”]) and 
V= q5( C[p”]). We will construct H as follows. Fix a valuated decom- 
position of P’, say V = 6 ‘iE X(x). Let H, be a pure subgroup of B such 
that Ulc Ho and lH,J = / 6’1. We will define inductively a chain H,z H, s 
H,s ..., of pure subgroups of B such that I HiI = 1 UI and a chain of subsets 
x,cx,cx,c . ..) of X as follows. Assuming that H, has been defined, let 
X, be the support of H,[p”] in X (that is to say, the set of all x E X such 
that for some element y E H,[p’], the coefficient of x in the representation 
of y with respect to the decomposition U 6 (&.,(x)) is not zero.) 
Let Hrn+, be a pure subgroup of G such that the H, + (X,) z H,, 1 
and IH,+, I=lU\. Let H=U H,, Y,U X,, and 2=X- Y. Then it is 
easily checked that H[p”] = U 6 (@,, &x) and B[p”] = H[p”] 6 
(0 X,Z(x)). Let D be a pure subgroup of B supported by @.r,Z(x). 
Since H[p”] 6 D[p”] is a valuated direct sum and both H and C are pure 
subgroups of G, HOD is a pure subgroup of B [8, Lemma 71. Thus since 
B[p”]=(H@D)[p”], we have B= HOD [8, Lemma 12). Finally, 
&‘(@JXE &x)) and $-‘(D[p”]) support pure subgroups of A, say N and 
W, respectively. Then A = (G 0 N) @ W, (G @ N)[p”] & H, and W z D. 
We can now state and prove a generalization to Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 9. Let A and B be abelian p-groups such that (A[p”], II,,) and 
(B[p”], v,] are isometric. Let 0 + K + F + A -+ 0 be a pure projective 
resolution of A. Then there exists a pure subgroup L of F such that L[p”] = 
K[p”] and F/L z B. 
Proof. First, assume that r(B) d tin r(K). Let F” be isomorphic to K 
and let C be a lower basic subgroup of F” (i.e., r(F”/C) = tin r(F”)). Imbed 
B in F’/C and let F be the subgroup of F” mapping onto the imbedding of 
B in P/C under the natural map. Then 0 4 C -+ F’ -+ B + 0 (with the 
obvious maps) is a pure projective resolution of B. Note also that 
(F/C[p”lKp”l G c[p2”l/ccP”I 6 ~Cp”l/C[p”l g ccp’“]/ccp”] 6 
(B[p”], u,) & C[p2”]/Cpn] 6 (A[p”], 0,). Hence the isometry between 
(A[p”], u,) and (B[p”], u,) extends to an isomorphism $ between 
F’/C[p”] and F/K[p”] [6, Theorem 41. Thus it follows easily from 
Lemma 2 that L = &‘$(C/C[p”]) is the desired pure subgroup of F. 
481/102/l-II 
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Next suppose r(B) > fin r(K). Let m be a positive integer such that 
r(p”K) = fin r(K). Decompose K= SO K,,, where S is a maximal 
pm-bounded summand of K, and decompose F = S@ F,,, with K,,, G F,,, (this 
is possible using Exercise 1 p. 143 and Theorem 32.4 of [S]). Next decom- 
pose F,,,=MOCwith K,,,EMand [Km1 =IMI. Then AzM/K,,,@C. Since 
(A[p”], u,) is isometric to (B[p”], v,), we have by Lemma 8 that 
B = H @ D where D is a direct sum of cyclic groups, HE’ M/K,,, @ N with 
I Nl d (M/K,,,/, and D g W. This reduces the problem to considering the 
pure projective resolution 0 + S@ A.!@ N + M/K,,, @ N + 0 which is the 
case we proved above. Thus the theorem follows. 
COROLLARY 10. Let K be a pure subgroup of a direct sum of cyclic 
p-groups F. Then the number of noncongruent pure subgroups L of F such 
that L[p”] = K[p”] is the same as the number of nonisomorphic groups G 
such that (G[p”], u,) is isometric to F[p”]/K[p”]. 
The following lemma will allow us to state another version of 
Theorem 10. 
LEMMA 11. Let A and B be abelian p-groups, n a positive integer, and 4 
an isomorphism from A[p”] onto B[p”] such that q4 and 4p ’ preserve the 
heights, computed in A and B, respectively, of all elements of height <o + n. 
Let Hbeap”‘” A-high subgroup of A. Then &H[p”]) is the p”-socle of a 
P *‘“B-high subgroup of B. 
Proof Let C be a basic subgroup of H (and hence of A). Then 
#(C[p”]) is the p”-socle of a basic subgroup C’ of B. To see this note that 
b(C[p”]) is the p”-socle of a pure direct sum of cyclic groups C’ of B. We 
can extend C’ to a basic subgroup C” = C’@ T [S, Exercise 1, p. 1433. 
Since &‘IC”[p”] preserves heights and d-‘(C’[p”])= C[p”] we must 
have T= 0. Let D be the divisible hull of (d(H[p”] + C’)/C’ in B/C’ and 
II/: B + B/C’ be natural. Then L = $-l(D) is a p”+“B-high subgroup of B, 
and LCP”I =&HCp”l). 
THEOREM 12. Let A and B be abelian p-groups with an isomorphism qS 
from A[pQ”] onto B[p”] such that 4 and & ’ preserve heights (computed in 
A and B, respectively) of all elements of height less than o + n. Let 0 + K + 
F + A + 0 be a pure projective resolution of A. Then there exists a pure sub- 
group L of F such that K[p”] = L[p”] and F/L E B. 
THEOREM 13. Let A and B be abelian p-groups such that (i) A and B 
have o + n-high subgroups H and K, respectively, such that H[p”] and 
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K[p”] are isometric as valuated groups and (ii) r(p”+“A) = r(p”+“B). Let 
0 -+ K --+ F + A -+ 0 be a pure projective resolution of A. Then there exists a 
pure subgroup L of F such that K[p”] = L[p”] and F/L E B. 
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